


Climate change and ecological breakdown (e.g., biodiversity loss, overshooting of ecosystem 

services, etc.) are the most significant existential threats. Land use change is one of the main 

drivers magnifying this crisis and predominantly affects forests, which provide essential 

ecosystem services. Therefore, Single.Earth is adopting an approach to assess the health 

status of forest ecosystems and monitor changes in forest conditions. 


We base our method on the ecosystem integrity concept, which has been put forward in the 

Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework by the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)1 to 

support global biodiversity monitoring. Previous studies defined ecosystem integrity as the 

ecosystem structure, function, and composition relative to “the natural or historic range of 

variation of these characteristics (or characteristics of a region)”2. Recent decades have seen 

incredible improvements in the number and quality of satellite data and derived ecological 

products and measurements (e.g., Essential Biodiversity Variables). Single.Earth aims to use 

a combination of the Essential Biodiversity Variables to quantify and monitor ecosystem 

integrity globally and facilitate payments for landowners who maintain the ecosystem’s 

health and functioning on their land.  

Single.Earth uses three Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBV)2 to quantify ecosystem 

integrity: Net Primary Productivity (NPP), representing ecosystem functioning; loss in Forest 

Connectivity (LFC), representing ecosystem structure; and the Biodiversity Intactness Index 

(BII), representing community or ecosystem composition.

Single.Earth is a GreenTech company that makes forest preservation profitable for 

landowners worldwide. We provide individuals, businesses, and investors with a 

novel, highly scalable, and credible way of contributing to protecting threatened 

forests by combining science and blockchain technology.
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NPP characterizes the net uptake of carbon by an ecosystem’s vegetation. The BII quantifies 

the impact of anthropogenic activities on species richness and abundance from the 

PREDICTS database3 weighted by area. Finally, LFC measures change in forest connectivity 

(current to potential forest connectivity). We chose to use these three indicators to calculate 

Ecosystem Integrity (EI) because i) they are among the primary indicators suggested in the 

scientific literature as potential indicators to measure ecosystem integrity2, and ii) we have 

sufficient understanding and in-house skills and tools for computing these indicators.  

Our approach to quantifying EI provides a simple and scalable solution to measure and 

monitor the conditions of forest ecosystems from local to global perspectives. Using open-

source EBVs, which are easily reproducible and adaptable, we can update and improve our 

methodologies and assessments of forests annually, assuring that our data best reflect the 

ground truth. The approach can be used as a valuable metric to assess the impacts of 

actions over multiple scales in forest management, policy, and decision-making. For example, 

international frameworks, country or local governments, businesses, and even landowners 

may use the metric to monitor and report progress toward specific goals considering forest 

conservation. 


Using this framework, Single.Earth can provide a robust estimation of the EI, in addition to 

CO2 flux assessments, of a land plot facilitating payments to the respective landowner for 

preserving its valuable forest. Single.Earth mints tradeable MERIT units for owners of 

threatened forests and facilitates their sale to and use by businesses and individuals wishing 

to contribute to forest protection. See more on Single.Earth website: https://www.single.earth
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